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Scientific Research Project Management

• VIMSS is Switzerland

• Team Science Approach

• Communications

• Milestones & Budgets

• Dashboards

http://vimss.lbl.gov
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Leveraging Synergy or
“VIMSS is Switzerland”

BP announced in 2006 that it would invest $500 million over the next ten years
to establish the Energy Biosciences Institute (EBI).

• EBI is a partnership between BP, UC Berkeley, LBNL and the University of
Illinois. EBI’s multidisciplinary research teams,including teams lead by
Adam Arkin and Terry Hazen; explore total-system solutions to global
energy problems that include the sustainable production of cellulosic
biofuels, enhanced biological carbon sequestration, bioprocessing of fossil
fuels, biologically-enhanced petroleum recovery, and the social and
economic impacts of transitioning to sustainable energy.

U. S. DOE announced in 2007 it will invest up to $375 million in three new
Bioenergy Research Centers to accelerate basic research in the
development of cellulosic ethanol and other biofuels.

• BESC led by Martin Keller at DOE Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. BESC will focus on the resistance of plant fiber to
breakdown into sugars and is studying potential energy crops.

• JBEI led by Jay Keasling at DOE Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
JBEI will concentrate on “model” crops and is exploring microbial-based
synthesis of fuels beyond ethanol.
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Herding Cats
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Best Practices and Code of Conduct
To guide our project team members’ encounters, to create synergy

while advancing the professionalism and effectiveness of the
virtual research team environment, and to help protect our
project members from harm, the VIMSS:ESPP Project Manager
and Principle Investigators, have adopted Best Practices and
Code of Conduct in the following areas:

• Ethics and Confidentiality
• Research and Publications Information Exchange
• Mutual Respect

• Preparation and Completion
• Understanding and Action
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Team Science Approach
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Team Science Approach
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Team Science Approach
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e-Science

“The term “e-Science” denotes the systematic development of
research methods that exploit advanced computational thinking.”

Professor Malcolm Atkinson, Research Councils UK e-Science Envoy

Such methods enable new research by giving researchers access to
resources held on widely-dispersed computers as though they
were on their own desktops. The resources can include:

• data collections,
• very large-scale computing resources,
• scientific instruments and
• high performance visualization.
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wiki communications
wi·ki  |wikē|

noun

a Website that
allows collaborative
editing of its content
and structure by its
users.

ORIGIN: coined by
programmer Ward
Cunningham (1949),
from Hawaiian wiki
wiki ‘quick quick.’
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wiki communications
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AEMC
•Obtain previously isolated SRB (especially for DOE contaminated sites), prepare DNA for sequencing submit to JGI.
•Growth optimization and stability studies of different syntrophic co-culture assemblies: Alternative Dv strains/species.
•Full scale biomass production for steady-state growth stress-perturbed co-culture response experiments (perturbation &
steady state analyses using optimized co-culture conditions) for different SRB/methanogen pairs.
•Initial tests of multiculture conditions.
•Initiation of co-culture evolution experiments.
•Optimize transposon strain library competition experiments for read-out by bar code arrays both in monoculture and co-
culture.
•Complete membrane profiling of D. vulgaris and M. maripaludis in mono culture and together in syntrophic culture.
•Design of push-pull experiments and initial characterization of site bacterial populations and geochemistry and Hanford and
Oak Ridge, including initial testing of in well sediment/attachment simulation systems.
•Design larger scale attached stress experiments for comparison with planktonic experiments (transcriptomics).
•Complete contrast/compare studies of groundwater and sediment ecogenomics from Oak Ridge site for metagenome
(Sanger, 454, and clone libraries), 16SRNA Phylochip, Geochip, and realtime Q-PCR.

FGIC
•Create and sequence-verify saturating tagged transposon library of D. vulgaris and D. alaskensis G20.
•Prioritize HK/RR pair characterization with Computational Core.
•Tag and purify HK/RR pairs.
•Initial HK/RR mapping by biochemical assay.
•Initial proof of concept RR/DNA mapping using ChIP-chip.
•Optimize barcode array design.
•Optimize tiling array for transcription start-stop mapping, small RNA detection and ChIP-chip in SRB for G20 and DvH.
•Optimize multiplex gene expression design for G20.
•Complete stress response transcriptomics for G20.
•Initial survey of possible small RNA regulators.
•Complete design and testing of ESPPChip microarray.

CSBC
•Extension of MicrobesOnline for 16SRNA, GeoCHIP/ESPPChip, Phenotype, metagenomic data.
•Complete computational analysis of DvH and G20 and methanogen metabolism.
•Establish flux model analysis methods for mono- and multicultures.
•Developing tiling array and bar-code array design and analysis techniques.
•Complete annotation of Dv Miyazaki, Ds 27774, and one Dv Hanford isolate.
•Complete initial reannotation of DvH.
•Begin design of conceptual model of stress, ED, TEA responses for Hanford Cr and Oak Ridge U contaminated sites.

Milestones: Year One 09/30/2008
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Work Breakdown Structure by Milestones

Schedule Development & Execution
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Dashboards - defined
“A dashboard is a visual interface that provides at-a-glance

views into key measures relevant to a particular objective
or business process.”

Key Attributes:
 Graphically focus attention on key trends, comparisons

and exceptions
 Display only relevant data
 Inherently contain predefined conclusions

Note: Collecting user requirements is KEY

from ‘Excel 2007 Dashboards & Reports for Dummies’ by
Michael Alexander
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Information Dashboard Design:
The Effective Visual Communication of Data

About the Author

Stephen Few has worked for
over 20 years as an IT
innovator, consultant, and
teacher. Today, as Principal
of the consultancy
Perceptual Edge, Stephen
focuses on data visualization
for analyzing and
communicating quantitative
business information. He
teaches in the MBA program
at UC Berkeley. You can
learn more about Stephen’s
work and access an entire
library of articles at
www.perceptualedge.com.
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Dashboards - bad examples
Common Problems:

Positioning content in places
that don’t fit its importance

Positioning content in places
that fail to support its use

Including items that serve no
useful purpose

Sizing content larger than it
deserves

Separating content excessively

Visually featuring content &
other items more than they
deserve

Failing to link contents & other
items that are related

Visually suggesting links
between unrelated content

Enforcing a rigid symmetrical
grid
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Dashboards - bad examples
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Dashboards - solutions

Reduce the non-data ink

Enhance the data ink
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Dashboards - evil pies
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Dashboards - evil pies

Reduce the non-data ink

Enhance the data ink
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Dashboard Milestone Reports

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) ~
essential tasks draw attention to problem areas
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Dashboard Milestone Reports

ESPP wiki
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Dashboard Milestone Reports
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Cost Estimation & Budget Oversight

101.86%102.47%102.46%100.60%100.43%103.34%% original projection

$44,426,107$9,424,704$9,172,202$8,765,746$8,522,817$8,540,638ESPP2 Total

$4,173,057$890,375$861,655$833,817$806,835$780,375ORNL

$1,910,606$405,644$393,184$381,451$370,412$359,915SNL

$24,754,453$5,200,547$5,075,955$4,846,362$4,734,151$4,897,438

Total Direct Costs
less Other Inst.
Indirect Costs,

LBNL

$9,573,671$2,072,302$2,013,048$1,902,337$1,835,032$1,750,952
Total Indirect
Costs, LBNL

$28,768,773$6,056,383$5,904,315$5,648,141$5,510,538$5,649,396
Total Direct Costs,

LBNL

$38,342,444$8,128,685$7,917,363$7,550,478$7,345,570$7,400,348LBNL Total

$28,458,300$5,947,910$5,798,403$5,554,941$5,444,824$5,712,222

   Equipment,
Supplies & Other
Expenses, LBNL

(OMB)

$9,884,144$2,180,775$2,118,960$1,995,537$1,900,746$1,688,126  LBNL Labor

Renewal
Budget

Assumptions

$43,613,480$9,197,280$8,952,206$8,713,713$8,485,991$8,264,290$8,048,450Totals

$22,945,362$4,815,748$4,698,291$4,583,699$4,476,268$4,371,356$4,268,902

   Total Supplies &
Other Expenses

(OMB)

$20,668,118$4,381,532$4,253,915$4,130,014$4,009,722$3,892,934$3,779,548   Total Labor

Original Project
Budget

Assumptions

2.5%2.5%2.4%2.4%2.4%2.4%

   LBNL Supplies
& Other Expenses

(OMB)

3.0%3.0%3.0%3.0%3.0%3.5%   LBNL Labor

Escalation Rates

5 Year
TotalsFY12 (est)FY11FY10FY09FY08FY07Rate Type
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Dashboard
Integrated

Milestone &
Budget
Reports

“How then do we make it easy for
people to compare related sets of
values when they are associated with
different units of measure? …

The … most obvious is to place them
in separate graphs, positioned close
to one another so that the patterns in
each can be compared to one
another, but magnitude comparisons
will be  discouraged.” Stephen Few
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Dashboard Integrated Milestone Report
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